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NEW QUESTION: 1
The following statements apply to flexible spending
arrangements. Select the answer
choice that contains the correct statement.
A. The popularity of FSAs has been limited because funds may
not be rolled over from year to year.
B. FSAs were designed to help increase health insurance
coverage among self-employed individuals.
C. Only employers may contribute funds to FSAs.
D. A popular feature of FSAs is their portability, which allows
employees to take the funds with them when they change jobs.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT

Match the benefit of using Virtual Connect in an HP BladeSystem
solution with the feature that provides it.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Server rip-and-replace - maintain MAC and WWN assignments for a
transparent swap of a physical blade Workload migration enables administrators to prepopulate LAN and SAN assignments
for server blades Server profiles - provides shifting profiles,
including mac, WWN and boot from SAN configurations

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is a mandatory requirement for policy set activation to be
successful?
A. default copygroup
B. grace retention periods defined
C. default management class
D. default backup and archive copygroup
Answer: C
Explanation:
When you validate a policy set, the server reports on
conditions that might cause problems if the policy set is
activated. Validation fails if the policy set does not contain
a default management class.
References:https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEQVQ_8
.1.0/srv.admin/r_m plmntpol_valactpolset.html
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